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Abstract: The main constraints and blockages are identified and briefly 
analyzed, which contribute to the market crisis in rural Romania. 
Possible directions of action are highlighted, resulting in the unblocking 
of competitional environment in the relations with the small agricultural 
producers. 
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1. CRISIS BENCHMARKS 
Similarly to other activity sectors, the market is a fundamental 

institution of the economic system in the rural economy as well. At present, 
in Romania’s agriculture, and in a larger context in overall rural economy, 
the exercise of the competional market role is severely constrained by a set 
of unfavourable factors and conditions, among which the following stand 
out: 
 Persistence of obstructed communication channels between supply 
and demand. The signals released through the market action are weak and 
often distorted. Under this general background we can notice a strong 
information asymmetry at two levels in the favour of agri-food produce 
demand carriers and on the supply side, where the agricultural enterprises 
are favoured compared to the large number of peasant household farms that 
most often are included in the marketing process only on a conjuncture 
basis. In these conditions, the contribution of markets to the coordination of 
the activity of market operators continues to be low. As a result, the options 
regarding the production and marketing activities, with a great impact upon 
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the farmers’ competitional position, are made under strong risk and 
uncertainty conditions. This situation has at least two main negative 
consequences, namely: severe limitation of the economic rationality in the 
decision-making process; favouring an opportunistic economic behaviour in 
the mutual relations between the market operators, which generates 
additional transaction costs. 
 Strong disequilibria between the demand and supply carriers in the 
competitional potential sphere. 

The strong land and property fragmentation that accompanied the 
systemic and structural reforms in Romania’s agriculture lies at the basis of 
strong disequilibria between the supply carriers and the demand carriers. 
The absence of supply organization further contributed to these 
disequilibria: the marketing cooperatives, as well as the agricultural 
producers’ groups continue to be a rara avis in Romania’s agriculture. As 
regards the impact of this situation, the following are worth mentioning: a. 
Limitation of the supply carriers’ freedom of option; most often, the 
farmers’ options are limited to the “manoeuvre space” provided by the 
persistence of local monopoly or quasi-monopoly position of demand 
carriers; b. The significant advantage provided to the demand carriers in a 
deformed competitional environment makes the demand and supply forces 
act in a distorted manner to the benefit of the demand carriers.  

As a consequence, the income distribution function is distorted to the 
benefit of demand carriers, which severely constrains the market function as 
stimulant of savings at farmer level, with well-known effects upon the 
dynamics of their competitional potential. 

It should be also mentioned that the current high land and property 
fragmentation, in the conditions of a supply lacking adequate organization, 
through the intermediary of transaction costs, significantly constrains the 
entry on the market of new agri-food demand carriers with an obvious 
favourable impact upon demand demonopolization, upon the equilibration 
of market operators’ competitional potential respectively. 
 The institutional environment crisis represents one of the main 
characteristics of the rural markets at present.  

Under the background of a diffuse structure of ownership rights, in 
our opinion, the essence of the institutional crisis consists in the 
contradiction between the market institutions represented by the norms, 
normative acts more precisely, as well as the habits and customs, etc. 
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regulating the market operators’ behaviour and the mechanisms “imposing” 
the respect of these norms (institutional infrastructure). The weak 
development of the contractual relations on the agricultural markets is 
illustrating in this respect, which adds to poor mechanisms in imposing the 
contractual discipline. Due to the large scope of the revealed contradiction, 
the capital of trust in the mutual relations between the farmers, as well as 
between these and the demand carriers, is low. One of the consequences of 
this situation is that the supply organization is almost non-existent on most 
agricultural markets in Romania. Another consequence at the same time 
expression of the institutional crisis – also with undesired results – is 
represented by the easy widespread of different manifestation forms of an 
opportunistic behaviour, which increases the risk and uncertainty situations 
in which the rural market operators are found. As a result, the transaction 
costs are high, which “pushes” many farmers towards occasional market 
relations and makes the demand carriers get oriented towards imports. The 
consequences of the lack of trust are represented by the increase of 
transaction costs, with all the negative results they determine.  
 The market function of reforming the agricultural sector through the 
removal of non-competitive and non-viable producers in an open economy 
is not fulfilled as it should be.  

The high self-consumption level, as well as the occasional market 
relations of most peasant household farms result in a large part of 
agricultural production being sold outside the commodity channels and 
circuits. As a result, the market contribution to land and property 
concentration into viable agricultural units in an open economy and in this 
way to the structural adjustment of Romanian agriculture is obstructed. The 
consequences can be easily seen and no further comments are needed.  
 The credit market is practically blocked mainly for the large mass of 
individual agricultural producers. From different reasons, among which the 
high transaction costs, the credit market in rural Romania has not fulfilled 
its role of institutional infrastructure absolutely necessary in ensuring the 
financial basis of agricultural producers.  

The consequences of land credit market blockage on short term are 
represented by the decrease of average yields, in the absence of necessary 
resources for applying the adequate inputs; on medium and long-term, the 
consequences are the severe limitation, and in certain cases the annulment 
of structural adjustment measures in overall rural economy. 
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 The links of the agricultural sector with the foreign markets are 
weak as regards the exports.  

Consequently, the farmers are not sufficiently aware of the pressures 
and incentives generated by the international markets with regard to quality, 
costs, innovation, etc., as indispensable elements of the structural 
adjustment in the agricultural sector and of the competitiveness 
consolidation of the Romanian producers and products.  

In these conditions, in the last years, with the liberalization of 
foreign agri-food trade relations, the imports had a continuous increasing 
trend every year, and the deficit of the balance of trade experienced an 
unprecedented increase. 

So far, it seems that the great losers of the Romanian economy 
opening were the farmers. The poor development and dynamics of the 
agricultural markets in Romania have had quite a great role in this counter 
performance, which by the above-mentioned constraints and blockages 
define a genuine crisis situation. 

 
2. POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS OF ACTION HAVING IN VIEW  

THE UNBLOCKING OF THE COMPETITIONAL ENVIRONMENT  
The impact generated of the above-mentioned constraining factors 

and conditions upon the situation and dynamics of the markets may produce 
significant disturbances that can threaten the bases of rural economy 
operation in Romania. The analysis and evaluation of the existing 
constraints and blockages on the rural markets in our country suggest the 
following priority directions of action: supply organization; demand 
demonopolization; unblocking the connections between the demand and 
supply carriers; attenuation of institutional crisis in the field1, which are to 
be promoted as part of a deep structural reform in the agricultural sector. 

Taking into consideration the great directions of action mentioned 
above, we consider it opportune to highlight a set of measures that could 
                                                 
1 For additional information see: Davidovici Ioan, Davidovici Sava Alexandru, Kruzslicika 
Mihaela, The Rural Markets from Romania: from Constraint to Opportunity in Farmers’ 
Competitiveness, International Conference AGRI-FOOD AND RURAL ECONOMY 
COMPETITIVENESS IN THE CONDITIONS OF WORLD CRISIS, Bucharest, 25-26 
September 2009, ASE Publishing House (under electronic format), ISBN 978-606-505-
257-4, p.63 - p.71. 
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create a more favourable competitional environment for the small farmers’ 
integration into the market flows with all the beneficial consequences that 
such a process can generate. In this respect, the following measures are 
worth mentioning: 
 2.1. Gradual diminution and removal of the market entry 
barriers  
 The small farmers’ access to the market is limited by a set of factors 
generated by the marketing infrastructure (silos, transport costs, etc.), by the 
need to comply with the quality criteria and the sanitary-veterinary norms, 
by the high transaction costs (establishment of contracts, concluding the 
contracts, the control of mutual fulfillment of obligations between partners), 
etc. 
 Possible solution: 

 Supply organization by increasing the capital 
concentration level: horizontal concentration; vertical 
concentration. 

The horizontal concentration has proved to be an extremely difficult 
process so far. Land amalgamation and land operation concentration on the 
basis of production associations did not meet the expectations and could not 
yield positive results either (this is proved by the statistical data). The 
increase of individual farm size has followed an increasing trend, although 
with a very slow rate (in 10 years’ time the increase of the average 
individual farm size did not exceed 0.5 ha on the average). 
 A more attractive solution for the small farmers would be the 
vertical concentration. As it is known, there are two ways to follow in this 
respect: 
 - contract farming: an organization form that has not significantly 
gained ground due to certain institutional deficiencies, namely: lack of clear 
provisions that should prevent and discourage an opportunistic behaviour as 
well as the lack of operative regulation mechanisms for settling the disputes. 
These add to a low level of the capital of trust. There are also a series of 
deficiencies related to the inadequate production infrastructure on the 
individual holdings, etc. 
 - integrated cooperation from farm to fork by commodities or groups 
of commodities; this has been almost non-existent so far. The development 
is obstructed by the general causes of the rural cooperative movement 
blockage in our country (low level of the capital of trust, loose mechanisms 
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in imposing the contractual discipline, diffuse structure of ownership rights, 
weak infrastructure development, etc.). The state involvement in the process 
of increasing the capital of trust through the consolidation of institutions 
necessary for a good market operation (ownership right consolidation; 
guaranteeing the observance of contracts); as well as in the development of 
production and marketing infrastructure needed in rural cooperation 
operation. The financial contribution of the state to the above-mentioned 
infrastructure development represents a main condition for the favourable 
evolution of the cooperative movement in the present Romanian rural area, 
which is characterized by the generalized scarcity of financial resources; this 
is a rural area dominated by the farming activities on the agricultural 
holdings that by their low economic potential size are found under the 
minimum necessary limit for the capital valorization. 

 The development of an operative information system for the 
producers on the situation of the markets of different 
agricultural commodities and the possible partners – would 
lower the transaction costs that most often constrain the small 
farmers’ access to the market; 

 Development of market infrastructure: transport, storage, 
financial services. 

2.2. Diminution of market risks 
Owing to the low financial resources, the small farmers are 

extremely vulnerable to the production and marketing risks: volatility of 
prices and incomes implicitly; the partners’ opportunistic behaviour, etc.  
 Possible solutions: 

 Creation of a cooperative income insurance system for 
farmers with the financial contribution from the state; 

 Professional training of farmers and their representatives in 
contract design and management; 

 Development of mechanisms and consolidation of 
mechanisms meant to ensure the control of contract 
observance and the settling of disputes; 

 Involvement of producers’ groups in the creation of 
marketing companies for the sale of agricultural products. 
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2.3. Consolidating the farmers’ negotiation capacity 
 A significant contribution could be brought about by: development 
of rural marketing cooperation and the consolidation of producers’ 
organizations as a modality to reduce the transaction costs; development of 
an information system on the market situation and possible partners (as a 
modality to diminish the information asymmetry). 

 
 In conclusion, it should be highlighted that the present situation of 
rural markets, by its consequences, represents a real threat for the Romanian 
farmer. The attenuation and surmounting the crisis situation in the shortest 
time possible became a most stringent issue. Progress in this respect is 
possible by imposing deep structural reforms as a top priority in the 
agricultural policy targeting two main directions: the enterprise reform and 
the development of competitional markets in the Romanian rural area.  
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